Introduction
============

Improving our understanding of genetic mutations and potential genetic risk factors directly causing, or contributing to, human diseases is at the core of modern medical genetics. In that context, evolutionary theory can be used to characterize the selective forces that have acted on the causal and susceptibility alleles underlying human genetic disorders. Complex disorders are common in the general population and result from the interaction of several susceptibility loci and environmental factors. In contrast, Mendelian disorders are typically rare and have predictable inheritance patterns as they usually result from a single causative mutation in a gene. However, heterogeneity and incomplete penetrance suggest that the classical distinction between Mendelian and complex diseases is not always absolute and that a continuum exists between the purely Mendelian and the most complex diseases. Although several unclear situations are found, since many genes harbour mutations that are unequivocally linked to particular Mendelian diseases, one can still define a set of genes linked to Mendelian diseases. Recent advances in medical research have resulted in large catalogues of mutations causing Mendelian hereditary disorders and of susceptibility loci contributing to complex diseases, such as those of the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database (<http://www.omim.org/>) ([@ddw405-B1]) and the Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) Catalogue (<https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas/>) ([@ddw405-B2],[@ddw405-B3]). This biomedical information, when coupled with the increasing public availability of whole genome sequences, can be used to elucidate the genetic architecture and natural history of human genetic diseases.

Alleles causing disease are generally thought to be introduced by random mutations and eventually eliminated by purifying selection, as this is the evolutionary force that keeps deleterious alleles at low frequencies ([@ddw405-B4]). This simple mutation-selection balance model will not apply for diseases appearing after the reproductive age but is well suited for strong and highly penetrant mutations causing monogenic disorders early in life. Indeed, as predicted by the model, Mendelian diseases have high allelic heterogeneity and low prevalence ([@ddw405-B5]). However, highly deleterious traits are not only the target of negative selection. Other models of selection do apply to the allele frequency dynamics of highly penetrant Mendelian alleles in particular populations, such as balancing selection in those causing sickle cell anaemia ([@ddw405-B6]), *G6PD* deficiency ([@ddw405-B7]) and thalassaemias in populations inhabiting geographical regions where malaria is endemic ([@ddw405-B8],[@ddw405-B9]).

For several reasons, it is even more difficult to conceive a general evolutionary model for complex polygenic disease traits. Each single susceptibility allele contributes only a small fraction of the overall disease risk and thus it would be subject only to very weak purifying selection, which prevents its extinction and may allow its increase in frequency ([@ddw405-B10]). Also, many complex diseases affect individuals only after their reproductive period and, thus, the underlying causal alleles could be invisible to the action of purifying selection ([@ddw405-B13],[@ddw405-B14]). Furthermore, most complex disorders have low penetrance and a relevant fraction of their total heritability may be explained by gene-environment interactions ([@ddw405-B15],[@ddw405-B16]) and epistatic mechanisms ([@ddw405-B17]), making the understanding of their genetic architecture even more problematic ([@ddw405-B18]). Moreover, some well-known disease susceptibilities result from adaptive scenarios, including heterozygote advantage ([@ddw405-B19]), antagonistic pleiotropy ([@ddw405-B20]), or from environmental shifts that revert an ancestral protective allele to a deleterious variant in modern conditions ([@ddw405-B21]), as suggested by the ′thrifty genotypes′ ([@ddw405-B22]) and the ′sodium retention′ hypotheses ([@ddw405-B23]). Finally, demographic processes could also contribute to shape the genetic architecture of disease genes across ethnic groups ([@ddw405-B24],[@ddw405-B25]), even if the main genetic variants underlying complex diseases are shared across continents ([@ddw405-B26]). In particular, the several bottlenecks and founder events occurred in non-African populations could have increased the frequencies of weakly deleterious alleles ([@ddw405-B27],[@ddw405-B28]), and the recent explosive population growth in humans could have also facilitated the introduction of multiple low frequency variants with possible deleterious effects ([@ddw405-B29]). Overall, these observations suggest that, even if the mutation-selection balance model does fit the evolutionary history of most highly penetrant deleterious mutations in genes linked to Mendelian diseases, it is insufficient to explain the selective pressures acting on the full set of alleles related to diseases.

In this study, we set out to characterize several biological properties and the evolutionary forces acting on human disease (HD) genes. To that end, we first tested whether HD genes have different evolutionary and functional properties when compared to non-disease genes and to putatively essential human genes. Then, we proceed to explore whether different biological patterns emerge when comparing the three following non-overlapping subsets of HD genes: (i) genes linked only to Mendelian disease traits, (ii) genes uniquely associated with complex diseases and, (iii) genes linked to Mendelian disorders and also associated with complex diseases. Previous seminal works focused on the properties of susceptibility or causal SNPs ([@ddw405-B32]) and on particular subsets of human diseases ([@ddw405-B32],[@ddw405-B33], [@ddw405-B36]). However, recent datasets ([@ddw405-B1],[@ddw405-B43]) allow a more refined analysis of this subject. Here, we provide novel insights on the evolutionary pressures acting on both coding and regulatory regions of HD genes by taking advantage of the full genome resequencing data from the 1000 Genomes Project ([@ddw405-B48]), of the recent advances in genome annotation of regulatory elements ([@ddw405-B49]) and of the exhaustive information available after the GWAS era regarding susceptibility loci associated with complex diseases ([@ddw405-B2],[@ddw405-B3]). In addition, dN/dS values, network properties, gene expression patterns across different tissues and other biological features were explored for each individual gene, compared across all gene sets and interpreted in the same integrated evolutionary framework. Whereas HD genes show a general pattern of functional constraint relative to non-disease genes, several biological features of HD genes mainly depend on the type of disease, Mendelian or complex, with which they are associated. Interestingly, even if only a fraction of genes linked to Mendelian disorders is also involved in complex diseases, our results suggest that variation within these genes may have a more important role in driving complex disease susceptibility than that of the remaining genes involved in the same diseases, which have never been linked to Mendelian disease. Overall, this study provides evidence for the existence of functional links between Mendelian and complex diseases.

Results
=======

Properties of human disease (HD) genes
--------------------------------------

A total list of 3,275 unique protein coding genes related to human disease was obtained by merging (i) the whole list of human genes known to harbour causal variants for Mendelian disorders, available from a hand-curated version of the OMIM database (referred to as hOMIM) ([@ddw405-B50]); with (ii) the list of genes with variants contributing to risk for complex diseases, available from the GWAS catalogue ([Supplementary Material, Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To obtain a first insight to the biological properties of HD genes as a subset, we compared their evolutionary and protein network features with those of two different sets of genes (for details, see Materials and Methods): (i) putatively essential genes, defined as orthologues of mouse essential genes detected by knock-out experiments ([@ddw405-B51]) and not involved in any human disease (Essential Non-Disease, END, 1,572 genes), and (ii) the rest of genes in our genome neither associated with any human disorder nor found to be essential (Non-Disease and Non-Essential, NDNE, 13,135 genes). Details on p-values for all comparisons between gene groups regarding protein network properties, dN/dS values and neutrality tests can be found in [Fig. 1](#ddw405-F1){ref-type="fig"} and in [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Note 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Protein network parameters, dN/dS values and neutrality statistics for each single gene can be found in [Supplementary Material, Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Henceforth, all reported observations will be statistically significant, unless specifically highlighted. Figure 1.Protein network and evolutionary properties of human genes. Scaled resampled mean values and resampling p-values for three different protein network parameters (**A**), dN/dS (**B**), and Tajima\'s D and Fay and Wu\'s H (**C**). END genes are shown in dark red, HD genes in light red, NDNE genes in grey. In the panels below each figure, the corresponding p-values for the different pairwise comparisons are represented. Below the diagonal, p-values obtained when resampling the group in the column and comparing it to the mean of whole set in the row. P-values above the diagonal are calculated resampling the group in the row and comparing it to the mean of whole set in the column.

In agreement with the functional relevance of essential genes, END genes show the highest level of degree, are the most central in the network (*i.e.* display the higher closeness) and present the highest betweenness ([Fig. 1A](#ddw405-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, NDNE genes are clearly the less connected, less central and present lower importance for the information flow in the network (*i.e.* they present the lowest levels of betweenness). Thus, HD genes present intermediate values comprised between the extremes represented by END and NDNE genes for the three network properties ([Fig. 1A](#ddw405-F1){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that HD genes are a special subset of genes in our genome, since they need to be functionally relevant to be associated with a disease phenotype but not as much as the END genes, which, on average, occupy more important positions in the protein network.

Similar observations can be made from the analysis of rates of protein evolution (as measured by dN/dS, see Materials and Methods), which allows assessing the ancestral selective pressures acting on each group of genes. After considering the corresponding orthologous pairs between human-chimpanzee, human-macaque and human-mouse, END genes show the lowest rate of protein evolution over three different evolutionary scales. In contrast, NDNE genes show the highest dN/dS values, while the HD group displays intermediate rates of evolution comprised between the extremes of END and NDNE genes ([Fig. 1B](#ddw405-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, even if HD genes are less constrained than the END subset, they are under stronger purifying selection than the remaining genes in our genome.

When exploring the genetic variation at intra-species level, END genes display the lowest Tajima's D values at both their coding and regulatory sequences and also marginally higher Fay and Wu's H values ([Fig. 1C](#ddw405-F1){ref-type="fig"}). The higher proportion of rare variants in the allele frequency spectra of END genes when compared to the remaining genes, as reflected in the Tajima's D distributions, probably indicates that END genes are still under stronger purifying selection. Conversely, HD genes show the highest Tajima\'s D values, indicating higher proportions of intermediate frequency variants at both sequence types. Moreover, while no differences on the Fay and Wu\'s H distributions were detected between HD and END genes, NDNE genes show the lowest values for that summary statistic, suggesting a higher amount of derived high frequency variants in both their coding and regulatory elements.

A potential source of bias in the analysis above can be due to the allele frequencies and the linkage disequilibrium (LD) properties of variants detected through association studies to be related to human diseases. Indeed, the susceptibility variants identified through GWAS tend to have relatively high frequencies because association tests have more power to identify high frequency variants and because genotyping arrays contain pre-ascertained SNPs with intermediate frequency alleles ([@ddw405-B52]). Similarly, increased linkage disequilibrium is known to provide more power to detect associations over a larger region of the genome ([@ddw405-B53]). Since these discovery biases could affect the site frequency spectrum of HD genes, we repeated the above comparisons taking into account the MAF (Minor Allele Frequency) of each associated variant as well as the LD between each associated variant and the reported genes (see details in [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Note 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). HD genes in direct LD (*r*^2 ^\>^ ^0.8) with the associated variants described in the GWAS catalogue were clearly affected by this ascertainment bias in both their regulatory and exonic regions when compared to NDNE genes matched by MAF and LD. However, the regulatory regions of those genes reported in the GWAS catalogue that presented lower LD (*r*^2 ^≤^ ^0.8) with the corresponding associated variants, which represent 60% of the GWAS reported genes, still displayed higher Tajima\'s D values when compared to the remaining NDNE genes ([Supplementary Material, Fig. SN2.2.1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Overall, these results suggest that HD genes are the target, not only of purifying selection, but also of other adaptive forces, particularly in their regulatory regions, where a higher amount of intermediate frequency variants is detected. Indeed, the Tajima\'s D distribution of the regulatory sequences of HD genes is clearly shifted toward positive values ([Supplementary Material, Fig. SN2.2.3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Another potential confounding factor such as gene length does not have any relevant effect on the analyses performed and all the differences reported between HD and NDNE genes remain significant when considering only genes with a similar length ([Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Note 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We also compared the levels of gene expression among the three groups of genes by jointly considering the expression patterns previously described on 16 different human tissues ([@ddw405-B44],[@ddw405-B45]). Expression data reveal that while END and NDNE genes are, respectively, the most and least expressed genes, HD genes show intermediate levels of expression ([Fig. 2A](#ddw405-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, END, HD, and NDNE genes tend to be expressed in decreasing numbers of tissues (p-value = 5.47×10^−14^ for END-HD, p-value = 5.05×10^−56^ for END-NDNE and p-value = 2.83×10^−18^ for HD-NDNE in a two-sided T-test, data not shown). When analysing separately the single tissues included in the Expression Atlas database, END genes are generally the most expressed in each single tissue, while NDNE genes tend to be the less expressed. However, HD genes are the most expressed in the liver, probably reflecting their important functional role in metabolism ([Supplementary Material, Fig. S1A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Figure 2.Biological features of human genes. (**A**) Resampling expression levels over 16 different human tissues reported in the Expression Atlas. END genes are shown in red, HD genes in light red, NDNE genes in grey. At each of the 10,000 resamplings, 1,000 genes were selected and their mean expression levels over 16 tissues was calculated. The mean expression over the 1,000 genes was thus calculated and the 10,000 mean values are represented in the distributions. Diamonds represent the mean expression values calculated over the whole set of genes of a group. Asterisks indicate that the mean expression is found either on the top or bottom 2.5% of the resampling distribution. (B) Proportions of genes in three age bins. Gene ages were retrieved from PhyloPat database. (C) Proportions of genes in different protein functions considered in PANTHER database. END genes are shown in red, HD genes in light red, NDNE genes in grey. \*, \*\* and \*\*\* represent that for a given comparison significance is reached at 0.05, 0.005 and 0.0005 levels respectively for a chi-square test (B and C).

Next, we used the PhyloPat database ([@ddw405-B46]) to explore the corresponding phylogenetic-based age of each gene and classify them in three predefined categories (see details in Materials and Methods). We found that most of the END genes originated before the appearance of vertebrates. In particular, END genes were found enriched in the \"Old\" but depleted in the \"Young\" categories. Conversely, HD genes were found over-represented in the \"Intermediate\" and \"Young\" categories, suggesting that most HD genes emerged more recently than the rest of the genes in the genome ([Fig. 2B](#ddw405-F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Finally, we also investigated whether these three groups of genes encode different biological functions ([Fig. 2C](#ddw405-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Among the protein categories listed in the PANTHER database ([@ddw405-B47]), END genes show enrichment in nucleic acid binding and transcription factor proteins; so they could be involved in ancestral functions related to the interaction with the genetic material. While both END and HD genes are enriched in signalling molecules, enzymes, and transcription factors when compared to NDNE genes, six additional biological categories (*i.e*. receptors, transporters, transfers/carriers, cell junction, cell adhesion and extracellular matrix components) are also over-represented among HD genes. Notably, HD genes were also found specifically enriched in proteins involved in the immune and defence system relative to the rest of the genome ([Fig. 2C](#ddw405-F2){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that HD genes could not only have a major structural and a cell communication role, but that they are especially important in our immune response.

Properties of disease gene subgroups
------------------------------------

A detailed list of the genes in the HD set and the Mendelian and/or complex disorders with which they are related is provided in [Supplementary Material, Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Up to ∼23% of the genes that are linked to highly penetrant Mendelian diseases have been associated with at least a complex disorder. HD genes were thus divided in three different mutually excluding groups: (i) Complex-Mendelian (CM) genes, 203 genes found to be associated with both complex and Mendelian disorders; (ii) Mendelian Non-Complex (MNC) genes, 684 genes uniquely causing Mendelian disease traits; and (iii) Complex Non-Mendelian (CNM) genes, 2,388 genes uniquely associated with complex diseases. P-values for comparisons of different protein network properties, dN/dS values and neutrality tests among the three considered subgroups of HD genes can be found in [Fig. 3](#ddw405-F3){ref-type="fig"} and in [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Note 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. As above, all reported observations will be statistically significant, unless specifically highlighted. Figure 3.Protein network and evolutionary properties of human disease genes. Scaled resampled mean values and resampling p-values for three different protein network parameters (**A**), dN/dS (**B**), and Tajima\'s D and Fay and Wu\'s H (**C**). CM genes are shown in violet, MNC genes in blue, CNM genes in green. In the panels below each figure, the corresponding p-values for the different pairwise comparisons are presented. Below the diagonal, p-values obtained when resampling the group in the column and comparing it to the mean of whole set in the row. P-values above the diagonal are calculated resampling the group in the row and comparing it to the mean of whole set in the column.

When considering separately the three subgroups of HD genes, we found that CM genes show the highest levels of degree and are the most relevant for the information flow in the network ([Fig. 3A](#ddw405-F3){ref-type="fig"}). However, CM genes present no significant evolutionary differences from other HD genes, neither in their long-term protein evolution rates nor in their site frequency spectra ([Fig. 3B and C](#ddw405-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Even if not statistically significant, MNC genes show a trend towards lower dN/dS and Tajima's D when compared with genes found to be associated with at least one complex disease (CM and CNM genes), a pattern that could suggest stronger purifying selection acting on MNC genes.

Next, we compared the expression levels among the three HD gene subgroups using the Expression Atlas database ([@ddw405-B44],[@ddw405-B45]). Whereas MNC genes are significantly more expressed than CNM genes, CM genes show intermediate expression levels compared to both MNC and CNM, even if no significance is reached with resampling tests ([Fig. 4A](#ddw405-F4){ref-type="fig"}). However, when performing a T-test to assess differences in gene expression among groups, CM genes were significantly more expressed than CNM genes (p-value = 8.19×10^−3^), but less expressed than MNC genes (p-value = 3.82×10^−4^). When considering the number of tissues where each single gene is expressed, we found that on average CNM genes are expressed in a higher number of tissues in comparison to genes linked only to Mendelian disorders (p-value = 0.0182 in a two-sided T-test). In turn, CM genes also seem to be expressed in a higher number of tissues compared to MNC but statistical significance is not reached (data not shown). Moreover, when comparing the three subgroups of HD genes separately for each single tissue in the Expression Atlas database, we found that MNC genes tend to be more expressed than CNM in at least seven different tissues ([Supplementary Material, Fig. S1B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, MNC genes are very highly expressed in liver; and so they can explain the high liver expression of HD genes as a whole ([Supplementary Material, Fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This finding may reflect the involvement of MNC genes in many essential metabolic processes and it agrees with the enrichment of their encoded protein products in basic biological functions, including structural and cytoskeletal proteins, extracellular matrix components, enzymes, proteins involved in cellular communication such as receptors, transporters and transfers/carriers, and proteins involved in the immune and defence system. As MNC, CM genes also show enrichment in enzymes, extracellular matrix components, transporters and immune system proteins when compared to CNM. Thus, among those genes associated with at least one complex disease, CM genes seem to have more relevant functional roles ([Fig. 4C](#ddw405-F4){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 4.Biological features of different subgroups of human disease genes. (**A**) Resampling expression levels over 16 different human tissues reported in the Expression Atlas. CM genes are shown in violet, MNC genes in blue, CNM genes in green. At each of the 10,000 resampling, 100 genes were selected and their mean expression levels over 16 tissues was calculated. The mean expression over the 100 genes was thus calculated and the 10,000 mean values are represented in the distributions. Diamonds represent the mean expression values calculated over the whole set of genes of a group. Asterisks indicate that the mean expression is found either on the top or bottom 2.5% of the resampling distribution. (**B**) Proportions of genes in three age bins. Gene ages were retrieved from PhyloPat database. (**C**) Proportions of genes in different protein functions considered in PANTHER database. CM genes are shown in violet, MNC genes in blue, CNM genes in green. \*, \*\* and \*\*\* represent that for a given comparison significance is reached at 0.05, 0.005 and 0.0005 levels respectively for a chi-square test (B and C).

Studying the phylogenetic-based ages obtained from the PhyloPat database ([@ddw405-B46]) among the different subgroups of HD genes, we found that Mendelian genes tend to be older than those genes associated only with complex disorders. Specifically, MNC genes are enriched in the "Old" category, probably indicating that these genes encode most of the basal metabolic processes that appeared before the emergence of vertebrates. While CM genes are over-represented in the "Intermediate" category compared to the MNC group, genes associated only with complex diseases (the CNM subgroup) were found enriched in the "Intermediate" and "Young" categories compared to MNC. Thus, the genes involved in susceptibility to complex disorders seem to encode for functions that emerged more recently in the evolutionary scale ([Fig. 4B](#ddw405-F4){ref-type="fig"}).

Specific biological properties of CM genes
------------------------------------------

All results above indicate that CM genes are a very specific subgroup of HD genes: they are the most relevant HD genes in the protein network, they tend to present higher expression levels and they are enriched in specific relevant protein function categories when compared to CNM genes. To assess further differences between the two subgroups of genes associated with complex disease (CM and CNM), we compared the allelic Odds-Ratios (ORs) of all associations so far reported in these genes. For each gene associated with a given complex disease, the mean and the maximum OR of all the SNPs mapping close to or on that gene were obtained from all the GWAS studies that reported an association between such a gene and a given disease ([Supplementary Material, Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, we found that CM genes tend to have higher ORs than those genes associated only with complex disorders, suggesting that susceptibility variants around CM genes have stronger effects on the complex phenotypes they affect ([Fig. 5A](#ddw405-F5){ref-type="fig"}, see details in [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Note 3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Figure 5.Odd-ratios of genes associated with complex diseases. (**A**) Comparison of mean OR for all the complex diseases CM (violet) and CNM (green) genes have been found to be associated with. (**B**) Correlation between the age of onset for the Mendelian disorders (x-axis) and the complex diseases (y-axis) CM genes have been found to be associated with. Circle sizes are proportional to the maximum odd-ratio observed for a given CM gene and the various complex diseases found associated with it. Black triangles represent the mean odd-ratio calculated over the full set of points of a given bin in the x-axis. The positions of the triangles in the y-axis represent the mean age of onset for all complex traits the CM genes of the bin have been found to be associated with. (**C**) Comparison of the mean odd-ratio percentiles of CM (violet) and CNM (green) genes associated with a given trait. For each single complex disease the number of CM and CNM genes associated with the trait is reported.

Moreover, out of the 101 different complex pathologies considered in our study, 71 diseases displayed at least one CM gene among those increasing risk for the complex trait. To further assess the relative role of CM and CNM genes in each single complex phenotype, we compared, for those 71 complex diseases, the mean percentile of the two gene groups within each disease trait for a wide range of statistics and different biological features (ORs, network parameters, expression levels, dN/dS, Tajima\'s D, Fay and Wu\'s H and age of genes). Interestingly, for the majority of complex disease traits, CM genes not only displayed higher ORs ([Fig. 5C](#ddw405-F5){ref-type="fig"}) but also higher relevance in the network than the CNM genes associated with the same trait ([Supplementary Material, Fig. S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Taking advantage of a previous study where clinical records of over 110 million patients were mined ([@ddw405-B54]), we can assess how many of the possible combinations of complex and Mendelian phenotypes involving CM genes are found to co-occur. Blair and collaborators considered a total of 65 complex and 96 Mendelian traits and found up to a total of ∼3,000 combinations of Mendelian and complex diseases to effectively co-occur in patients. Unfortunately, only 36 out of the 71 complex traits that present at least one associated gene in the CM subgroup were considered in the analysis by Blair *et al.* (2013) ([@ddw405-B54]). Similarly, only 139 out of the 329 Mendelian diseases that display at least one CM gene overlap with the Mendelian traits considered by Blair *et al.* (2013) ([@ddw405-B54]). A table with all the correspondences among the traits used in our study and those used by Blair and collaborators can be found in [Supplementary Material, Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Out of the initial subgroup of 203 CM genes, only 54 genes were showing at least one Mendelian and one complex trait included in the list of traits of Blair *et al.* (2013) ([@ddw405-B54]) and could be used to test whether their associated phenotypes were co-occurring. We observed that 38 out of the 54 CM genes that could be analyzed have at least one of the possible complex and Mendelian phenotypes combinations significantly co-occurring in patients. Moreover, for 19 out of the 36 complex phenotypes that could be investigated, there is at least one CM gene associated with a Mendelian disorder that was co-occurring with the complex phenotype. Finally, a total of 90 combinations of phenotype pairs involving CM genes were already observed by Blair *et al.* (2013) ([@ddw405-B54]) to co-occur beyond random expectations ([Supplementary Material, Table S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). On the whole, the co-occurrence of Mendelian and complex diseases in clinical records suggest that CM genes relevant for such traits are correctly identified by both linkage and association studies.

To gain additional insight into the properties of CM genes, we also investigated the corresponding age of onset for the complex and Mendelian phenotypes with which CM genes are associated. In general, the ages of onset of Mendelian and complex phenotypes are positively, even if not significantly, correlated. Indeed, for the Birth and Late categories represented in [Fig. 5B](#ddw405-F5){ref-type="fig"} we observed a mean age of onset for complex traits of 35.7 and 44.1 years, respectively. Thus, CM genes causal for late onset Mendelian disorders tend to be associated with late onset complex phenotypes. Additionally, CM genes associated with late onset Mendelian diseases showed slightly higher ORs than the rest of CM genes (*i.e*. \"Birth\", \"Early\" and \"Middle\" bins in [Fig. 5B](#ddw405-F5){ref-type="fig"} considered jointly; p-value = 0.03 for two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test). This finding implies that the susceptibility variants on CM genes associated with late onset diseases show a trend towards higher effect sizes than those associated with early onset diseases, probably because they better evade the action of natural selection. Moreover, CM genes associated with late onset Mendelian diseases also display a trend towards higher rates of protein evolution (p-value = 0.05 for two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test; [Supplementary Material, Fig. S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicating more relaxed long term purifying selection acting on the complete spectrum of their coding genetic variation.

Discussion
==========

The surge in information technology that recently impacted genetics and biology provides an extraordinary opportunity for large-scale analysis and comparisons through computational methods.

Earlier studies investigated the properties of variants related to Mendelian disorders and suggested that causal mutations are generally not observed along large phylogenetic trees and occur in highly conserved regions. This pattern is reflected in the higher conservation rate and evolutionary age of Mendelian genes and it is consistent with the enrichment of Mendelian genes among those under strong purifying selection ([@ddw405-B35],[@ddw405-B55]). Conflicting results were previously reported when comparing genes related to Mendelian disorders to genes increasing risk for complex diseases; some authors suggested higher evolutionary conservation in the former ([@ddw405-B50],[@ddw405-B55]), which was not found by other authors ([@ddw405-B32],[@ddw405-B38],[@ddw405-B58]). Similarly, contradictory observations were found when comparing the properties of genes linked to Mendelian disorders and genes related to complex diseases in the protein-protein interaction network, even if both groups of genes were significantly different from genes not involved in human pathologies ([@ddw405-B42],[@ddw405-B59]).

The current availability of whole genome sequencing data, the enormous contribution of association studies to identify increasing risk factors for complex diseases and the several recently generated databases for human gene annotation provide a unique opportunity to collectively investigate the biological and evolutionary properties of genes related to human genetic diseases. We show that HD genes represent a specific subset of genes with special evolutionary and protein network properties that differ from those of genes that have never been related to human disease. In that sense, we report that HD genes are more conserved, more relevant in the protein-protein interaction network, quantitatively more expressed and expressed in a more diverse set of tissues than non-disease and non-essential genes (NDNE). However, none of these patterns is as extreme in the HD gene subset as it is for essential non-disease genes (END). In fact, a gradient of biological relevance seems to exist within the genome: while END genes represent an extremely relevant subset of genes within the original set of essential genes reported by Georgi *et al.* ([@ddw405-B51]), putative essential genes that are also associated with human diseases show an intermediate functional role comprised between END and the rest of HD genes ([Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Note 4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Conversely, NDNE genes represent the human genes with the lowest functional relevance. It is tempting to speculate that END genes have never been associated with human disease because functionally relevant mutations on their sequences could have lethal consequences for the organism and result in miscarriage or early death; whereas, in contrast, HD genes need to be functionally relevant to be associated with a disease phenotype, but not as much as END genes.

Given the functional importance of HD genes in the protein network, we could expect that they should be the target of strong purifying selection. The observed dN/dS values suggest that HD genes are effectively under stronger long-lasting purifying selection than NDNE genes. These results agree with what was observed in previous studies ([@ddw405-B50],[@ddw405-B55],[@ddw405-B57]), while contradict some others analyses ([@ddw405-B32],[@ddw405-B39],[@ddw405-B58]) that were mainly conducted before the GWAS era and thus were only focused in a subset of the currently known human disease associated genes. Interestingly, Mendelian genes (MNC and CM) show similar closeness to END genes whereas for the remaining network properties, dN/dS values and neutrality statistics present the same pattern observed for the whole set of HD genes between END and NDNE genes ([Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Note 5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Notably, we also report unexpected higher Tajima\'s D values for HD genes, which reflect higher proportions of intermediate frequency variants relative to other gene sets. Even if we show that the discovery ascertainment bias of GWAS could have shifted site frequency spectra of a subset of HD genes, our results suggest that HD genes have also been the target of recent selective forces other than purifying selection especially in their regulatory elements. Moreover, the regulatory elements of Mendelian genes also show higher Tajima\'s D values when compared to END and NDNE genes, indicating that the enrichment of intermediate frequency variants is a shared pattern within the different subsets of HD genes (see [Supplementary Note 5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details). A previous survey detected a total of 336 different human genes showing signatures of balancing selection ([@ddw405-B60]). We found an enrichment of HD genes among those genes under balancing selection (p-value = 0.01 for chi-square test for HD-NDNE), providing further support to the hypothesis that purifying selection is not the only evolutionary force acting on HD genes.

Both inter-species and intra-species variation suggest that all subsets of HD genes are under similar evolutionary pressures but several relevant biological features were found to depend on the type of phenotypes they are associated with. Previously, Blekhman *et al.* ([@ddw405-B50]) analyzed genes within hOMIM according to their mode of inheritance and found that those genes following a dominant transmission pattern were more conserved and enriched of rare frequency variants, compared to recessive genes. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that dominant genes will be under stronger purifying selection. Accordingly, when extending this analysis here to the protein-protein interaction network data and to the expression profiles we also found higher functionality for dominant genes (see [Supplementary Material, Figs. S4 and S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The joint analysis of the CM and MNC genes reveals not only that the full set of Mendelian genes has similar properties to that of CNM genes in the protein network but that the two HD subgroups (CNM and Mendelian genes) evolve under similar evolutionary pressures at both intra-specific and inter-specific levels ([Supplementary Material, Fig. S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, as already highlighted by the separate analysis of CM and MNC, the full set of Mendelian genes is more expressed and enriched in the \"Old\" but depleted in the \"Young\" gene age categories when compared to CNM genes ([Fig. 4](#ddw405-F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Material, Fig. S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The number and effect size of disease susceptibility alleles vary widely from disorder to disorder. Most rare, monogenic diseases with Mendelian inheritance are well explained by the mutation-selection balance model, under which deleterious variants are continuously introduced by random mutation in the population and subsequently removed by purifying selection. A wide range of human diseases are orders of magnitude more frequent than Mendelian diseases and the precise mechanisms maintaining variation on their susceptibility loci are still poorly understood. However, emerging observations suggest a more elusive boundary between complex and Mendelian human disorders and indicate that they are extremes in a continuum of genetic architectures ([@ddw405-B61]). An increasing amount of evidence, including the present study, proves a role for genes linked to Mendelian diseases in the aetiology of complex disorders. In a previous work, we demonstrated that genes associated with Mendelian forms of Parkinson\'s disease are also functionally relevant for the complex form of the disease ([@ddw405-B62]), suggesting that the two forms are genetically related. Here, after compiling 887 Mendelian genes, we observed that more than 23% of genes linked to a Mendelian disorder are also associated with at least one complex disease (p-value = 2.39×10^−13^ for chi-square test). Furthermore, the intersection between Mendelian and complex disease genes shows specific biological features, indicating a prominent role of CM genes in the aetiology of complex disease. Indeed, CM genes present higher functional importance in the protein network, higher ORs, a tendency towards higher expression levels and are enriched in relevant biological categories when compared to CNM genes.

Our study is limited by the accuracy of the genetic information currently available for human diseases as well as by our incomplete knowledge regarding the true susceptibility/causal variants and their corresponding genes. For instance, about half of all known Mendelian phenotypes still remain unsolved ([@ddw405-B63]) and most of the complex disease associated variants are not fully characterized; in these cases the functional element harbouring the true causal variants has not been identified. Inevitably, the GWAS catalogue contains both false positives and false negatives. For each significant GWAS hit, a list of potential genes harbouring the causal variants is often reported based on the expertise of the authors about the biology of the disease. Thus, a fraction of the HD genes may be mis-assigned to the corresponding disease. We have assessed the robustness of our results to miss-assignment and have found that our results persist with up to a miss-assignment rate of 30--40%. By assuming that only one causal gene exists for any GWAS locus, we also checked that the unavoidable noise produced by the joint consideration of all the reported genes for any GWAS hit could not account for the observed differences. Finally, we also showed that all observed differences among gene groups remained when considering only SNPs associated at genome wide significance level (p-value \< 5×10^−8^) (see details in [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Note 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similarly, given that human essential genes have been ascertained from mouse essential genes detected by knock-out experiments, the putative human essential gene list could also contain both false positive and false negatives. Moreover, essential genes in mice could have been tested in a biased manner. Indeed, it is probable that genes of medical interest in humans are more likely to be investigated than the rest of the genome and thus tested for essentiality in animal models. This bias could produce an over-representation of well-known human disease genes, such as Mendelian genes, compared to the rest of genes related to diseases. Finally, publication bias could also affect the analysis of the protein-protein interaction network and the classification of biological functions since, indeed, genes related to human diseases are generally more investigated, resulting in the artificial inflation of the number of known protein-protein interactions and gene functional annotations for these genes. In spite of the limitations and the inevitable erroneous assignations present in the databases used, we believe that the available data provide a reliable global description and a good approximation to the human genes properties, contributing to a better understanding of the genetic architecture of human diseases.

Materials and methods
=====================

Annotation datasets and gene groups considered
----------------------------------------------

All protein-coding human genes from Ensembl were categorized in different non-overlapping groups according to the information of previously described public datasets to perform two levels of analyses. Initially, genes were categorized as Mendelian according to the information in the hOMIM database (a hand-curated version of the OMIM database that contains all genes that contribute to diseases with a simple genetic basis ([@ddw405-B50])), or as associated with complex diseases if they were described in the GWAS catalogue ([@ddw405-B2],[@ddw405-B3]), which contains only variants showing a significance level ≤ 9×10^−6^. We excluded infectious diseases and considered only association studies performed in populations of European ancestry, and binary disease traits, independently of the heritability levels of the complex diseases and the explained variance of the GWAS hits. For each trait, we analysed only the genes reported by the authors of each single association study in the GWAS catalog, but if a reported gene was not available, all the genes mapped by the database curators through an automated pipeline were gathered from the corresponding entry. Genes annotated with any of the 46 prenatal, perinatal or postnatal lethal phenotypes detected by knock-out experiments in mice were considered as mouse essential genes. Those human genes that were orthologues of mouse essential genes ([@ddw405-B51]) were then annotated as putative essentials in humans.

In a first level of analysis, we distinguished among Human Disease (HD) genes, Essential Non-Disease (END) genes and the remaining Non-Disease Non-Essential (NDNE) genes. The HD gene set is the result of the direct merging of those genes in the hOMIM dataset ([@ddw405-B50]) and the GWAS catalogue ([@ddw405-B2],[@ddw405-B3]) (last accessed 18/10/2013); END genes result from removing any disease gene from the original group of genes defined as putative essentials in humans (since indeed disease genes have been directly proved to be linked or associated with disease); and, finally, NDNE genes were obtained after removing from the whole list of protein coding human genes those genes found in the disease or putative essential sets. In a second level of analysis, three subgroups of HD genes were considered: i) the Complex Non-Mendelian (CNM) subgroup is a subset of genes that comprises all genes present in the GWAS catalogue but not present in the hOMIM dataset; ii) the Mendelian Non-Complex (MNC) subgroup contains all those genes present in the hOMIM dataset but not in the GWAS catalog; and finally iii) the Complex-Mendelian (CM) subgroup comprises those genes found in both the GWAS catalogue and the hOMIM dataset and thus, it contains genes potentially associated with both complex and Mendelian disorders. For each complex disease trait, an age of onset was obtained either by considering the mean age of onset reported in the association study with the highest number of individuals and/or the information available in the Medscape database (<http://www.medscape.com>); for Mendelian genes, the age of onset was retrieved directly from the information provided in the hOMIM dataset ([Supplementary Material, Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Evolutionary and protein network analysis
-----------------------------------------

At intra-species level, evolutionary analysis was conducted differentiating coding and regulatory sequences. For each single gene, putative regulatory sequences were obtained extending 5 Kb the gene start and end coordinates and considering all the regulatory sequences retrieved from the Ensembl regulation release 78 ([@ddw405-B49]) falling within the extended gene coordinates. Genomic coordinates were then converted to the hg19 assembly system using the Lift-Over Galaxy tool ([@ddw405-B64]) and all the corresponding regulatory and coding regions of each gene in the human genome were downloaded in a VCF file from the 1000 Genomes Project (release 20110521) ([@ddw405-B48]). All variants detected in the VCF files, including structural variants and indels, were considered in order to compute different summary statistics of neutrality in the CEU population of the 1000 Genomes project, which comprises individuals of northern and western European ancestry.

Tajima\'s D ([@ddw405-B65]) and Fay and Wu\'s H ([@ddw405-B66]) were calculated using a customized version of the sample_stats program ([@ddw405-B67]) over both the exonic and the putative regulatory sequences of each gene. Given the correlation found between the obtained Fay and Wu\'s H value and the length of the fragments under analysis ([Supplementary Material, Fig. S6A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we corrected the computed Fay and Wu\'s H statistic by dividing its value by the corresponding length of exonic or regulatory fragments. For all human-chimp, human-macaque and human-mouse orthologous genes available, values of dN/dS were extracted from the Ensembl Biomart Genes 78 ([@ddw405-B49]) by considering only pairs of genes with one to one orthology relationships. Only genes with a dN/dS lower than 2 were considered for further analysis (as in ([@ddw405-B58])). Additionally, dN/dS values were corrected by the gene GC content, calculating the residuals from the correlation line obtained for dN/dS and GC content values ([Supplementary Material, Fig. S6B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), previously calculated using the UCSC galaxy and the EMBOSS tool GEECEE ([@ddw405-B68]).

The human protein--protein interaction network (PIN) was reconstructed from the interactions available in the BioGRID database version 3.1.81 ([@ddw405-B43]). Only non-redundant physical interactions were considered to calculate centrality measures. For each protein, degree was computed as the total number of interactions in which it is involved, while betweenness and closeness centralities were computed using the NetworkX Python library ([@ddw405-B69]).

Expression data, ages of genes and protein functions
----------------------------------------------------

Gene expression data were downloaded from the Expression Atlas (version 0.1.4, E-MATB-513), which contains highly-curated and quality-checked RNA-seq experiments obtained over 16 different human tissues ([@ddw405-B44],[@ddw405-B45]). Levels of expression were compared among the different groups and subgroups of genes considered across all tissues and within specific tissues. We also compared the mean number of tissues on which the genes are expressed and compared those mean numbers across groups of genes.

For each gene, phylogenetic-based ages were extracted from the PhyloPat database (version 51) ([@ddw405-B46]), which contains phylogenetic trees for all human genes and thus it allows to infer when a given gene appeared in our past evolutionary history. Each corresponding gene age was thus deduced using the most distant species were the orthologous of the human gene was observed. Subsequently, genes were classified in three different age bins: i) \"Old\", from *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* to *Ciona savignyi*; ii) \"Intermediate\", from *Tetraodon nigroviridis* to *Gallus gallus*; and iii) \"Young\", from *Ornithorhynchus anatinus* to *Homo sapiens*. Given the non-normal distribution of gene ages in our dataset, differences between pairs of groups were assessed using a two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test. Enrichment in each bin of age was assessed using a chi-square test.

Protein functional class enrichment was performed using the categories defined in PANTHER database ([@ddw405-B47]). From the whole list of categories, we excluded the \"transmembrane receptor regulator\", the \"viral protein\", the \"surfactant\" and the \"storage proteins\" classes, since less than 50 different human genes were present in them. Moreover, we obtained and used the \"enzyme\" class considering jointly the genes included in the \"hydrolase\", \"isomerase\", \"kinase\", \"ligase\", \"lyase\", \"oxidoreductase\", \"phosphatase\", \"protease\" and \"transferase\" classes. Enrichment in each functional category was assessed using a chi-square test.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

Protein network parameters, summary statistics of neutrality and expression profiles were compared between gene groups using two-sided T-tests and Mann-Whitney U-tests (see details in [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Note 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Additionally, for each comparison, we also ran a resampling test, on which for each pair of groups compared we resampled 10,000 times a fixed number of genes in one of the groups ([Figs 1 and 3](#ddw405-F1 ddw405-F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Note 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). At each resampling, the mean for a given statistic was calculated and the distribution of the 10,000 resampled means of a given group was compared to the observed mean value obtained in the non-resampled gene group of the pair under comparison. For comparisons involving END, HD and NDNE, 1,000 genes were sampled from each group at each resampling; for comparisons among CNM, MNC and CM, only 100 genes were sampled from each group at each resampling.

Supplementary Material
======================

[Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} is available at *HMG* online.
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